
RESOURCE FOR A SAFE 
OFFICE RE-OPENING



With businesses making temporary transitions to fully 
remote teams, uncertainty hovers around whether offices are 
becoming obsolete. However, it’s obvious that offices are still 
serving as an important and centralized point for businesses. 

Offices are a space where employees can strengthen relationships 
and companies can stand together in solidarity. They are a hub 
for togetherness, encouraging innovation, connectedness and the 
unification of new ideas. It’s safe to say office life is not dead, but 
we will need to re-think the way we approach a regular day on site.

Habits that were once overlooked and appropriated as norms 
will need to be re-examined and exchanged for a new lifestyle, 
supporting worker health and safety. Your office should be a 
conducive space where employees can come to leave their best 
work, without distractions and concerns for their well being. 

Rethinking business as usual starts with your office. How will you 
create a space that keeps productivity high, workflows fluent and 
employees at ease, all while adhering to government healthcare 
guidelines? In the following pages, we’ve outlined our top expert 
insights and recommendations for designing your office in a post-
Covid-19 existence. 

Introduction



Explore New 
Realities.

 » A regular workday could now begin with a temperature check  
 and symptom testing at the door.

 » Workstation configurations will favour specifically spaced  
 desks and wider walkways to increase      
 proximity control. 

 » Entry to meeting rooms and collaboration spaces will  require  
 occupancy limitations and staggered seating plans.

 » Expect an increase in the use of technology for    
 communication over face to face interactions.

 » Regular workspace cleaning will become a frequent and   
 integrated part of daily routines.

 » Less staff on hand may result in a transition period or   
 learning  curve, as existing employees take     
 on additional tasks to cover missing roles.

 » Possible impacts on the average work week were considered  
 in a recent study:

◊	 There	could	be	a	potential	increase	in	systems	like	staggered		
	 work	weeks	to	aid	in	personnel	control.

◊	 New	norms	could	include	shift	work,	4-day	work	weeks,			
	 remote	work	rotations	or	even	controlled	break	schedules.	

◊	 Systems	will	be	set	in	place	to	curb	overall	occupancy	and		
	 traffic	flow	through	common	areas.	
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https://spaceshealth.com/portfolio/hands-free-sanitizer-stand/


Conceptualize 
New Designs.

Whether you’re redesigning an office or developing a space from 
scratch, we have a few key design tips to get you started:

 » Look at reducing your workstation count to offer more space for circulation and separation.

 » Plan to install translucent screens in between workstations for protection against coughing  
 and sneezing.

 » A recent study found employees in open office settings have a higher risk of calling in sick,   
 in comparison to employees working in shared or cellular offices. 

 » Consider implementing partitions, cubicles, or  
 windows to lower instances of cross contamination.

 » Be prepared to go touchless to prevent the   
 spread of bacteria. If you can, monopolize   
 on the use of technology and transition to   
 becoming paperless.

Before

After

https://www.truspace.ca/contact/
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=bg2UybAcKvj


Our design recommendations to simplify 
the process with design:

 » Add desking and furniture installations in phases. We use  
 this method to add in more pieces without affecting the   
 rest of the  furniture installed. 

 » We use processes like Test Fit Planning to predict    
 furniture layouts and get a full idea of how your new   
 space can accommodate social distancing. 

 » Likewise, Retro Fit Planning can be a great tool in    
 experimenting with the logistics of your existing space, to  
 visualize the effects of social distancing protocols.



New Post-Covid additions we highly 
recommend:

 » Champion a COVID-19 testing room right at the entrance   
 of your space. Accommodate this near the door of your   
 building or office space as a reminder for all personnel.

 » Install and assign a locker system for containment of   
 personal employee items.

 » Implement a temporary seating plan, and plan for    
 workstations accordingly.

 » Install access to multiple cleaning and wipe stations   
 throughout the space. Use centralized stations for    
 trash, wipes, sanitizers and dispensable PPE like gloves   
 and masks.

 » Use visual cues to demonstrate proper distancing    
 measurements. Try out floor markers for reference of   
 the required two metre distance.

 » Establish signs for foot traffic patterns and use tools like   
 partitions and furniture to naturally maintain the    
 directional flow.

CLICK HERE

https://spaceshealth.com/
https://www.truspace.ca/contact/
http://


Changes in office regulations:

 » Require staff to undergo daily temperature and symptom checks at the front testing room   
 every morning, for a minimum of one year.

 » Instruct employees to wipe down their personal stations first thing in the morning, and at   
 the end of the day.

 » Have a cleaning crew in every night to do a more thorough sanitization of the workstations  
 for a minimum period of one year. 

 » Request employees abide by the assigned seating and desking for a  minimum period of   
 one year.

 » Encourage staff to leave their workstations clear and keep all non-essential personal    
 items in their locker stations. Direct employees to abide by the locker assignments    
 for a minimum period of one year

 » Enforce one-way traffic regulations in hallways and walking paths. Be sure to communicate  
 systems visually and frequently to all personnel. 

 » Limit the number of people in shared spaces by removing chairs and adding six-foot tape   
 markers to prevent crowding. Establish maximum occupant capacities for spaces    
 like lunchrooms, boardrooms,  and bathrooms for a minimum of one year.

 » Communicate a strong “stay at home” policy and encourage staff members to continue   
 their work from home when feeling sick or are exhibiting symptoms for a minimum period  
 of one year.

 » Set processes supports in place to ensure employees have what they need to operate   
 remotely, and ensure performance and workflows remain uninterrupted. 

Implement New Rules 
And Protocols.



Because no permit is required for these services, allow Truspace 
to go the extra mile for you. We bring strategic approaches like re-
painting, re-lamping, and re-carpeting your space. while your staff 
are working from home. When they return, they will be coming 
back to an updated workplace that is refreshed, sanitized and most 
importantly, clean.

The scope would include:

 »     Paint: new, modern colours applied.

 »     Carpet: cleaning or replacement.

 »     Blinds: cleaned or replaced.

 »     Chairs: cleaned, wiped down, steamed.

 »     Fabrics / Draperies: brushed, cleaned, steamed, scotch guarded.

 »     Private Offices, Work surfaces & Kitchen: wiped down, disinfected and dried.

 »     Computers, Keyboards & Telephones: cleaned, air sprayed, disinfected.

 »     Bathrooms: cleaned & disinfected.

 »     Walls: wiped down, spray sanitized and/or re-painted.

 »     Glass and Frames: wiped down, sanitized, cleaned.

 »     Door Handles: wiped cleaned and sanitized.

 »     Ceilings: clean acoustic ceiling tiles or replace and re-lamp fixtures.

But how do we inspire teams to come 
back into the office in the first place? 

Preparing Your 
Office For When 
Staff Return.

Now is the time to prepare for your workforce to return to 
the workplace. As the saying goes, the best defence is a good 
offence, and in the office that would include deep cleaning 
your workspace. Whether you are in a cubicle, an open plan 
or have your own office, it’s prudent to use the best practices 
recommended for a clean workplace, eliminating bacteria, 
cold and flu viruses, and mold and mildew.

https://www.truspace.ca/contact/


Conclusion
Designing an office that continues to elevate efficiency without sacrificing employee 

well-being will be crucial now more than ever. In the midst of this pandemic, 

creating a safe and recharging space will not only boost work ethic, but inspire 

employees to thrive in the face of adversity. Our specialty is finding the harmony 

and compromise between worker productivity and welfare. 

Truspace uses a consultative approach to actualize all key considerations of your space 

into reality. We collaborate and revise with you every step of the way to ensure your 

finished space accommodates all non-negotiables. We’d love to help you on your next 

project – let’s get you started on your journey to the fresh, post-Covid-19 office you 

deserve. 

https://www.truspace.ca/contact/


Toronto
2500, 180 Dundas Street W. Toronto ON. M5G 1Z8

Phone: 855.801.1156

Edmonton
9311 47th Street, Edmonton, Alberta

Phone: 855.801.1156

Calgary
138, 885 – 42nd Ave SE, Calgary AB T2G 5N9

Phone: 855.801.1156

http://
https://www.instagram.com/truspace_canada/
https://www.facebook.com/truspaceofficedesign
https://twitter.com/Truspacedesign
https://www.linkedin.com/company/truspace-design-build
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